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Elon Musk has done it again.
This time the South African-born
tech billionaire used the world’s
most powerful rocket to launch his
personal Tesla Roadster into orbit.
SpaceX, founded and owned
by Musk, successfully launched
its largest reusable rocket yet,
the Falcon Heavy. On board was
another Musk creation, the Tesla
Roadster, which is currently on
T H E

trajectory to the Asteroid Belt to
spend eternity orbiting the sun.
The Falcon Heavy rocket is the
evolutionary product of the Falcon
9 rocket, which has proven itself
through 49 launches since 2010.
Falcon Heavy is made up of three
Falcon 9 rockets, and is able to lift
141,000 lbs into orbit.
Falcon Heavy lifted off from
Cape Canaveral on Feb. 6 before
a large crowd, and over 15 million
YouTube viewers. The 230 foot tall
craft sent four sonic booms across
the sky before exiting Earth’s
atmosphere.
The two side booster rockets
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separated and returned to Earth,
landing on their landing zones in
almost perfect unison. The third
rocket,
the center
core,
splashed
down
in the
ocean at
300 mph,
missing
its
intended
landing
zone onboard a drone ship.
The center core was intended to
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be guided to the drone ship using
three of the engines it contained.
Only one of these ignited, which
caused the
miss.
Even though
it may not
have returned
perfectly, its
mission was
deemed a
success. The
Tesla Roadster
Flickr on board was
released into a
six hour coasting orbit
continued on page 2
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Falcon heavy launch
continued from front

of Earth
before the upper stage, or third
burn, was ignited to send it to its
final orbit around Mars.
This Tesla Roadster is not like
others. For one thing there isn’t a
human in the driver’s seat. Instead
the pilot is a
mannequin fondly
referred to as
Spaceman.
Spaceman was
sent to orbit in
the Roadster
with the radio
blasting David
Bowie’s “Space
Oddity.” Also, the
screen in the car’s dashboard says
“DON’T PANIC!”
In a post on Instagram, Musk
showed a picture of the circuit
board on the car, and he had a
custom inscription put on it that
reads “Made on Earth by Humans.”

Tartan News

One other issue for the launch
was that the Roadster overshot
Mars and is now heading towards
the asteroid belt between Mars and
Jupiter.
If nothing else, this test has
allowed SpaceX to learn its
capabilities, and what they still
need to work on.
Musk
continues to plan
for the future of
SpaceX, and has
more launches
being readied
for later this
year. One such
mission will
Wikimedia
even include two
paying tourists that will be sent
around the moon and back.
According to SpaceX the purpose
of these missions is to seek out
viable resources to ensure that
Mars is sustainable and habitable
for a future “self-sustaining

DAYMUNC
Erika Brandenburg
Staff Writer

On Feb. 2-3, 2018, Sinclair College
hosted students from several colleges
in building 12 for the 25th annual
Dayton Model United Nations
Conference (MUNC). It is the only
American collegiate conference
sponsored by a community college.
Students from colleges in several
states such as Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Michigan, Kentucky,
Indiana and Ohio attended this
conference. The students from
these colleges represented over
60 countries in four separate
committees.
Leading up to the event all the
delegates researched and prepared for
months in advance, to discuss several
issues as well as negotiate through
them. The conference does its best to
follow the rules and practices of the
National Model United Nations.
The Secretary General for the
event is Nickii Webb, a Masters of
Art in International and Comparative
Politics student at Wright State
University. She’s currently studying
rehabilitation programs for children
affected by armed conflict, and their

role in post conflict state stability.
While this is her first year
starring, Webb has been attending
this conference for four years. The
position of Secretary General has
the assignment of picking the staff
members.
The four committees are as follows:
United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women (CSW), United
Nations Environmental Assembly
(UNEA), United Nations Security
Council (SC) and Simulated Security
Council (SimSec). While the first
three have set topics for each day of
the event, the SimSec were provided
with a simulation regarding relations
and events in Pacific Asia.
Aside from the staff that keeps
the conference itself moving and
the delegates that work through the
committees, there are also other
roles. That includes the role of

civilization on Mars”
and intend to make life
multiplanetary. By 2022,
they plan to deploy their
first cargo mission to
Mars. The building of the
facility is in progress and
the development of the
ship will start soon after.
In 2024, a second
mission will take place.
Four ships - two carrying
cargo and two carrying the crew will be flown to start the building
of the Mars base. As time goes
on and ships arrive, the city will
start to advance and become much
like the cities we see here on
Earth.
“It is quite a beautiful picture.
You know that on Mars, dawn and
dusk are blue. The sky is blue at
dawn and dusk [is] red during the
day. It’s the opposite of Earth,”
said Musk.
The company’s objective is space
travel, but they also acknowledge
a fascinating possibility: traveling
from place to place, on Earth, in
a rocket. SpaceX calculated the

chairwoman of the Security
Council, led by Allyson Clark
of Wright State University.
She was a delegate for
two years prior to taking up
a staffing role and finds it
“exciting to see the other side
of everything” during this
MUNC. She’s enjoyed the
experience of having her role
switched up this year, stating
that she “can kind of be the
mentor, someone to look up
Daniel Riley
to, an example of what to do,
how to act, how to dress, etc.”
However, the main participation
of this event falls on the delegates.
They write papers, negotiate certain
issues and try to pass resolutions by
the end. One delegate, Mollie Keck,
represented Peru for the SimSec
committee. She attends at
Sinclair and is going for
her associates degree in
liberal arts while she is a
student.
Afterwards, she plans
to go on to international
studies at Miami
University. Her interest in
MUNC came as a natural
progression if she wants
to work for the UN, citing
it as a way “to kind of
emulate what the UN does, and see
how it flows and what it’s about.”
The conference came to a formal
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time it would take to travel long
distances. Most travels would take
30 minutes or less. By plane, the
journey from Los Angeles to New
York would take 5 hours and 25
minutes; by BFR (SpaceX’s future
rocket), it would only take 25
minutes.
With so much in store for the
company, SpaceX continues to
need new talent to come to their
team. At the end of their live
broadcast, Brian Mahlstedt, an
automation software engineer with
the company, said “If you would
like to join us on exciting projects
like these, please visit spacex.com/
careers.”
conclusion with a closing ceremony.
Awards were passed out in several
categories, ranging from honorable
mentions to the outstanding delegate
for each present committee. This
year Webb included staff awards in
order to make it known the staff are
incredibly important to the success of
the event as well as the students.
SimSec awards went out
to the representatives of
Sweden (Outstanding), France
(Distinguished) with Japan, Russia,
and United States as honorable
mentions.
SC awarded France (Outstanding),
Russia (Distinguished), with
Equatorial Guinea and Kuwait as
honorable mentions.
UNEA awarded Russia
(Outstanding), Ireland
(Distinguished),
with Turkey,
Lebanon,
Colombia
and Sweden
as honorable
mentions.
Finally, CSW
awarded St.
Kitts and Nevis
(Outstanding),
Egypt
Daniel Riley
(Distinguished),
with Israel, Colombia, China and
Ireland as honorable mentions.
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ASL Interpreter Education Program
Cerridwyn Kuykendall
Associate Editor

For over a hundred years Sinclair has
been home to a variety of innovative
programs available to students. The
interpreter education program is one of
these, established in the early 1980’s.
The interpreter education program
trains interpreters to facilitate
communication between deaf and
hearing people. Phyllis Adams has
been the chair of the department for 21
years, and is a graduate of the program
herself.
According to Adams, students
enrolled in the interpreter education
program work in a variety of settings
throughout their education at Sinclair.
Including two different practicums that
involve going out in the community
and gaining real world interpreting
experience.
Many students even work on
interpreting on campus. They interpret
many Sinclair Talks, and all the plays
put on by the theater department.
According to Adams, this is not
only a great experience for the
students, but has also helped to
build a better relationship with the

theater department and with the deaf
community.
Students go on to a variety of work
after graduation, including interpreting
in educational settings. Graduates
of the Sinclair interpreter education
program are eligible for a statewide
interpreting license from the Ohio
Department of Education, which
enables them to the go on and work in
classrooms and other similar settings.
Interpreter education students
complete a variety of course work,
and gain many skills beyond learning
American Sign Language. Students
take classes to learn about the deaf
culture and community; they learn to
be cultural mediators.
The program takes a bit longer to
complete, due to the different levels
of ASL and the way the program is
taught. Students learn the language
before they begin learning how to
interpret. This is one of the ways
Sinclair’s program is unique.
There are three levels of ASL
classes; basic, intermediate and
advanced. Each have two sub levels, it
takes a semester to complete each sub
level.
Interpreter education students don’t
start learning the basics of interpreting

BIOSIS and Geology Labs
Sean Kahle
Reporter

With the variety of science programs
provided, Sinclair offers labs of
many kinds to cater to the needs of
students studying in these fields. Both
the Geology Resource Center and
B.I.O.S.I.S. lab are examples of these
facilities.
The Geology Resource Center is
located in building 1, room 130. It
contains resources for students who
need to make up lab assignments,
or who just need resources to study.
Students can use whatever type of
resource they need from the lab.
Additionally, the Geology Resource
Center is the only room where students
can make up labs for their courses.
Students can also come to the
Geology Resource Center for
assistance with their lab materials.
“[The students] can come in here and
get direct assistance,” Said Jan Knapp,
a geology professor who oversees the
lab.
Other than making up assignments
and obtaining study materials, the
lab also has reserved time for fossil
identification which uses both physical
materials and computer resources.

Some lecture materials used
by students are also present in
the lab. “[The students] do some
material from lecture where they are
plotting earthquakes, where they get
information from the internet and they
are able to plot it right here,” Knapp
said.
The Geology Resource Center is
unique in the fact that it gives students
time to make up their lab work rather
than squeezing into another classes
time.
With the similar idea of a resource
filled facility for students, the
B.I.O.S.I.S. lab is another resource
location available at Sinclair. Students
can use the tools available to their
advantage, while also broadening their
knowledge.
The B.I.O.S.I.S. lab, located
in building 1 room 043, is a selfinstructional lab that provides identical
tools and models from classes students
may be taking. These tools include
microscopes, slides and dissection
supplies.
The B.I.O.S.I.S. lab is not meant to
make up a lab, but rather to review and
practice material to improve a students
knowledge of the subject.
The lab is provided on a drop-in
basis, and a tutor may be present

until they reach intermediate
signing levels. This gives them
a chance to begin signing, and
already be somewhat immersed
in the language and culture before
they begin trying to interpret.
The bulk of the interpreter
specific classes often don’t begin
until the student is starting to take
advanced signing classes.
All levels of ASL are taught from
an across the board interpreting
perspective. Even though some
students in these earlier classes, may
be taking it simply due to interests or
to fulfill a language requirement.
However, according to Adams many
students start out in ASL classes and
then realize they have a passion for
interpreting.
Another unique part about the
program is the departments language
lab. Located on the first floor of
building 9, the EDU lab is a “voices
off” environment for ASL students.
The lab offers students a place to
come study, work on homework and
projects, be immersed in an ASL
community, and get help from hearing
and deaf tutors or mentors.
Adams said one of the great things
about the lab is the fact that there

Rocket Languages

are native signers working there, and
having deaf faculty offers interpreting
students a lot of insight into how the
language and culture works.
There weren’t always interpreter
education programs. Before schools
and state boards decided who could
interpret, ASL interpreters were vetted
and chosen by the deaf community.
The deaf community did their own
interpreter education, as they chose
who they wanted in their lives; as
interpreters are often mediators in
person situation such as doctors
appointments.
According to Adams, having deaf
faculty in the lab helps preserve a part
of that.
Adams also said that having students
go into the deaf community while they
are still in school helps them start to
build relationships within deaf culture.

Blake Campbell

to answer questions relating to the
coursework. Students going through
Tutorial Services are also encouraged
to use the B.I.O.S.I.S. lab to their
advantage.
“We are also open, if students go
through tutorial services and have an
appointment, to students and their tutor
to come up to the B.I.O.S.I.S. lab so
that they can use our supplies,” Bonnie
Futrell, Director of the lab, said.
To sign into the lab, students who
are enrolled in biology classes can
use their tartan card with a scanner
located at the lab, although students
not enrolled in biology classes can still
sign in to the lab.
Any student can use the B.I.O.S.I.S.
lab. This includes non-biology majors
and homeschooled students as well,

which leaves the lab open to almost
anyone who needs resources for
biology.
One of the biggest benefits of
the B.I.O.S.I.S. lab is the access to
expensive and difficult to access
models that many biology classes use
for tests.
“These models are the same as what
they’re seeing in their classroom,”
Futrell stated.
There are also tables set up so
that students may work in groups.
Even though the lab is used based
on individual need, group study is
encouraged.
The Geology and B.I.O.S.I.S. labs are
both resources that students needing
assistance can visit to ensure their
academic success.
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Here’s Henry:

Henry Wolski
Executive Editor
According to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2,784,500 people
work a customer service job. It covers
a wide variety of positions, from a
cashier at a gas station or grocery
store, to a support phone line for
businesses.
In general, a customer service
job involves dealing with people
constantly, either helping them out in
person or over the phone.
It can be a taxing job depending
on where you go, since people aren’t
always the friendliest or the most
understanding.
However, it’s something I think
everyone should have some form of
experience in.
I’ve worked at Speedway for about
two and a half years, and it’s a job
that has molded me into the person I
am. It’s provided me with plenty of

The benefits of working in
customer service

life lessons and
made me grateful
for what I have.
Some of the
biggest ones were
learning how to
communicate
with people, even
when they weren’t
getting it.
There’s been
many occasions
where I’ve had to
take charge and
Pexels
diffuse a situation
between an angry
customer and a newer coworker. I’ve
had to explain to irate people why I
couldn’t just let them fill up their car
and pay for it afterwards (I can only
think of the struggles poor gas station
workers in Oregon have to deal with
now).
These scenarios caused me to think
on my feet and helped me hone my
communication skills. I had to be fast
and thorough in explaining things to
people, and be ready for follow up
questions afterward.
In essence, I had to convince people
who knew they were right that they
were actually wrong, without causing
them to leave the station in a huff. It’s
a valuable skill to have, and prepares
you for dealing with these kind of
people in other jobs.
Another benefit is seeing people
from all walks of life, as observing
their struggles and attitudes can help
you gain perspective.
I’ve seen the best people perform

Our changing climate

Haley Edwards

Reporter

According to the National Ocean
service sea levels have risen 2.6
inches above the 1993 average.
And according to organizations
such as National Geographic,
rising temperatures and sea
levels can have devastating
effects on coastal habitats. Our
generation has what no others
before us did, the resources
and technology to tackle this
global crisis.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is
a greenhouse gas which is
released from human activity
such as deforestation and
burning fossil fuels, as well as
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natural processes such as respiration
and volcanic eruptions.
NASA has been monitoring
CO2 levels from their Mauna Loa
Observatory in Hawaii. They have
been taking direct measurements
from 1958 to the present day, with
seasonal cycles removed. The latest

the most kind-hearted actions, and
have a mental issue. Regardless
seen some truly mean and ungrateful
you have to be professional. It’s a
people act like they own the world.
good skill to have, as in the “real
There have been many a kind
world” you’ll have to deal with those
samaritan who paid for a family’s bill situations constantly.
when they were five or six dollars
While there are many personal
shy of the cost. A person once drove
benefits to working a customer
another customer to a friend’s house
service job, another one can
after they had been left at the store by potentially be the friendships you
their angry spouse.
make.
Dealing with entitled people
Even little actions such as a
can really help strengthen
customer helping me make
the bond between
coffee when we have a
coworkers, and can
line to the bathroom
lead to a feeling of
goes a long way.
mutual respect and
On the other
understanding
side, people can
that other jobs
really make jerks
can’t match.
of themselves.
With such a
There are the
wide variety of
kinds of customers
people working
who steal and
these jobs, you
damage our property
can be friends with
just to spite us when
people of all ages and
they don’t get their way.
backgrounds. One of my
Then there are the ones
Google Images
best friends in the world came from
who scream in your face, ask
Speedway.
to talk to the manager (who will just
Customer service is not a
repeat what you said) and tell you
glamorous job. You’ve got to deal
multiple times how this will be what
with a lot of problems, both people
costs you your job.
and company related, yet the benefits
The final example is the rare
it can give you makes it worthwhile
customer that decides to decorate
in the end.
the bathroom with their own feces in
Gaining new perspectives,
some sort of protest. Demonstrations
like this really show the uglier side of communication skills and friends
sets you up for life past the checkout
people.
However it’s not always that simple, lane. And who knows, you can have a
plethora of really good stories to tell
sometimes people are having a bad
from the experience.
day and just lash out and cope in the
wrong way. Sometimes they might

measurement shows 407.62
ppm (parts per million) of
carbon dioxide in the air, which
is relatively high for the earth.
We have seen a significant
spike in levels from 1950
to 2018. With the rise of
greenhouse gases such as CO2,
we see a rise in the earth’s
global temperatures.
The latest annual average in
2017 was 0.9 °C (33.62° F).
That may not seem like
a high temperature,
but 17 of the warmest
years, excluding 1998, have
occurred since 2001. 2016
was ranked the warmest year
on record.
The rise in global
temperatures directly affect
sea levels. By raising
temperatures, ice sheets and
glaciers are experiencing
faster rates of melt than ever
Pexels

Tumblr

before, causing oceanic levels to
increase.
The latest measurement of our seas
is 84.8 millimeters in October 2017.
That shows a change in the rise rate
of approximately 3.2 millimeters per
year since 1993, that’s including a
+/- 0.4 margin of error. Sea levels
rising is a direct result of a changing
climate, leading to an expanding
continued on page 5
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Living in the land of trans fats
Justin A. Baker
Staff Writer

Trying to lose weight today
can be a herculean effort. When
fast food that is fried, flavorized,
cheese injected (and delicious) is
so abundant, it can feel like you’re
fighting a losing battle.
I have struggled with weight loss
my entire life. It doesn’t help that I
come from a Jamaican family that
has 6 meals in one day all consisting
of some kind of heavy meat and
starch! Although I’ve had gains
and losses, three rules seem to be
universal in the battle for a thinner
waistline.
Please note that this is not advice
for you to form your own weight loss
journey on.
These are
just ground
rule steps
that I have
came to rely
on in my
time battling
the scale.
I write
these in
hope to
inspire and
encourage.
The
struggle against food is real and it’s
going to take a lot of determination
to get to where you truly want to
Climate continued from page 4

ocean.
To show just how impactful this
can be, let’s turn to The Bay of
Bengal, India and the ground it
is losing. Rapidly melting snow
rushing from
the Himalayas is
causing several
islands in the
bay to begin
to sink amid
rising waters.
For example,
Ghoramara
island in India
is known as the
“sinking island.”
A cluster of
low-lying islands
in the Bay of Bengal are called The
Sundarbans. The cluster of islands
is slowly falling victim to rising
seas as a direct result of climate
change.
In the past two decades four
islands have already sunk into

be. But remember to have fun along
the way and to love the special
individual you are on the inside.
Step
one: Get a
system in
place that’s
a right fit
for you
and your
schedule.
Set up
times for
yourself
that you
can go
work out,
even if that
time is 3
a.m. You should also plan your meals
out. You know what you like and
what you’ll want to eat, so
make every meal something
you look forward to.
If you feel you need a
little extra motivation you
can also provide yourself
with rewards for meeting
your goals. You don’t want
to burn yourself out by
working too hard. So if
treating yourself every two
weeks keeps you motivated,
do that.
Step two: Set attainable
Pexels
goals. This is a marathon,
not a spirit. Don’t think you’re going
to meet all your goals all at once.
Many times, life doesn’t work on

your schedule. If you
lose two pounds one
week and nothing
the next, be
happy with
what you’ve
lost and focus
on continuing
the forward
progress.
Which
brings me to my last point and
the most important one.
Step three: Be in a good
mental state of mind, or at
least try to keep yourself in
one. A lot of times people
say the weight loss process
Pexels
is mostly mental. What
they mean by that is the scale, the
mirror and your own
perception of yourself,
messes with your head.
Sometimes
you’ll come from a
particularly intense
workout and feel great.
Then you take a look in
the mirror and your gut
looks bigger than ever.
Stop. By that point it’s
all in your head.
You’ve got to take it
one day at a time. Just
stay strong and stick to
your plan. Remember
that you’re doing this
for a healthier and
better you.

the ocean. Those islands being
Bedford, Lohachara, Kabasgadi
and Suparibhanga… Leaving 6,000
families to become environmental
refugees.
Two islands, Ghoramara and
Mousuni, are sinking fast as
well. Sagar,
the biggest
island in the
Sundarbans,
is projected to
lose another
15 percent of
its habitable
area by 2020,
displacing
another 30,000
people, experts
say.
fp magazine
These
facts are startling, scary and
intimidating, and the problem is
on a massive global scale. Though
amongst all the negatives there is
a silver lining, there are remedies
to this problem, such as: using
renewable energy sources instead

of using fossil fuels, reducing
water waste (which helps to reduce
carbon pollution), and actions as
simple as recycling.
You don’t need to be a scientist
to make a difference to our planet,
if everyone does a little every day
we could see significant changes in

Gerson Silva

These are the things that have
helped me in my weight loss journey,
but everyone has a different path
and plan. And my journey is far
from over. But as long as you stick
to it and put the work in we can all
be losers together (you know what I
mean)!

Pexels

our global climate and less severe
weather that comes along with it.
Restoring our planet isn’t going to
be an easy task, but it is possible.

unhcr.org
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can hear the
monster on
the roof and
the string of
lights turn a
bright red.
The lights
changing
indicates that
the monster
is nearby,
and that they
need to take
cover.
The
director of
“A Quiet Place,”
John Krasinski, also plays the
father. He is described as being
a survivalist who cares about
the well being of his family.
Emily Blunt plays the role of the
mother. There is a scene in the
trailer where she is sitting in the
bathtub, scared and appears to
be screaming. However, there
is music playing and it doesn’t
actually play the audio of her
screaming.
The son in the movie is
played by Noah Jupe. Krasinski
discovered Noah in his
performances in the miniseries
“The Night Manager,” and
“Suburbicon.”
YouTube

Paige Rogers
Reporter

One of the more unique films
to be released this year is “A
Quiet Place.” The synopsis for
the movie is a family living on a
farm, who are bound to silence
because of an evil force that will
kill them if they make any type of
sound.
“A Quiet Place” opens this
spring and provides a unique take
on the horror genre, with a focus
on nonverbal communication
between characters. Itis scheduled
to be released on April 6, 2018 in
the United States.
The trailer shows the family
commuting on pathways of sand,
and they are barefoot. Not only do
they have sand pathways outside,
but also patches of sand inside the
house. They mostly likely do that
to avoid stepping on the squeaky
floorboards. The characters

are shown eating soft food and
playing a game of monopoly with
wool pieces.
The family communicates
with sign language not only to
stay safe, but also because the
daughter in the movie is deaf.
Since the characters do not speak,
the actors convey their emotions
and thoughts through their body
language. You can see in their
face when they are scared, or
having a good time.
There is no information on if the
movie will have subtitles or not,
however it most likely will since
the actors use sign language.
In the trailer, while the children
are playing monopoly, the son
accidentally knocks over a
lantern, causing a loud crashing
sound and the blanket to catch on
fire. The father acts quickly to put
out the fire, but that does not stop
the evil force from approaching
their house.
There are shots in the trailer
that indicates that the monsters
have sharp claws. For example,
there is a scene showing the
staircase in the house and along
the wall are three giant claw
marks going up the entire length
of the stairs.
These claw marks appear
to be old, suggesting the evil
may have come before. Further
supporting this, in the beginning
of the trailer the daughter is seen
walking towards what looks like
a burial cross.
Part of the mystery of the
movie will be not knowing what
the monsters actually look like,
until the film is released.
There is a string of normal
lights outside the families house,
but after the lantern falls, they

Probably the most unique
character is the deaf daughter,
played by Millicent Simmonds.
She is actually deaf in real life.
When thinking of who to play
the daughter, Krasinski wanted
an actual deaf person. He wanted
someone who would make the
experience even more real.
The music in the movie is
produced by Marco Beltrami, who
has produced music for dozens
of movies. He has done music for
several horror films, including the
“Scream” movies, “World War
Z,” “The Woman in Black,” and
2017’s “Logan.”
The movie will be pushing the
realms of normal horrors in a
variety of ways. With what looks
to be a movie that will contain
very little lines, actors will have
to portray the story and plot
through actions and expressions
alone. Furthering this, the cast list
has only eight people, about half
of which are extras.
All in all, “A Quiet Place” could
create an entirely new genre of
psychological horror.
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YouTube

“The Last Of Us: Part II” is set
for release at some point in 20182019. The sequel takes place five
years after the end of the original,
and moves Ellie, the deuteragonist
of the first game, into the
protagonist role. Contrasting the
theme of love in “The Last of Us,”

are going to be integral to Joel
and Ellie’s new adventure. Their
names are Yara, Lev, Emily, and
the fourth person has no name at
this current moment.
Furthermore, “The Last of Us:
Part II” has already received
awards simply regarding the
hype surrounding its release.
It won Most Anticipated Game
at The Game Awards and on

the sequel will focus on hate as
the central theme in the story.
Development began the year
after the first game’s release and
motion capture filming started
in 2017. Along with this, Neil
Druckmann and Halley Gross
will be returning to write this
story while Gustavo Santaolalla
will be coming back to compose
and perform the score.
Only two trailers have been
released thus far. The first came
out at the PlayStation Experience
event in Dec. 2016 to show the
main characters once more. The
second was released on Oct. 30,
2017 at Paris Games Week and
showed four new characters that

the PlayStation Blog as well
as winning the award for Most
Wanted Game later in 2017.
Developed by Naughty Dog,
“The Last of Us” is an actionadventure survival horror game
released on June 14, 2013 for the
PlayStation 3. Later on it would
be re-released for the PlayStation
4 under the title “The Last of Us:
Remastered.”
“The Last of Us” plays from a
third-person perspective where
players must use firearms,
improvised weapons, and stealth
in order to survive in this postapocalyptic version of the United
States.
The basic plot of the game

Erika Brandenburg
Staff Writer

revolves around the character
Joel, a smuggler who is assigned
the task of escorting a teenage
girl who may be part of the key
to ending the apocalypse named
Ellie across the ravaged United
States. Along the way, they must
defend against hostile humans
as well as former humans that
have been transformed into
cannibalistic monsters due to a
mutated strain of the Cordyceps
fungus.
“The Last of Us” was
originally announced in Dec.
2011 and was widely anticipated
by people. Upon release, it
received universal acclaim for
several different categories
including: depiction of female
characters, sound design, visual
design, gameplay, narrative and
characterization.
Along with all of this, the game
became one of the best selling
games for the PlayStation 3 by
selling 3.4 million copies within
three weeks of its release. By July
2014, that total reached all the
way to seven million copies.
Naughty Dog is a studio that
primarily makes games for the

Sony Playstation consoles, dating
all the way back to 1996 with the
first “Crash Bandicoot” game.
They made several more
installments of that series for the
Playstation 1. They also made
the “Jak and Daxter” series on
Playstation 2, and arguably their
most notable and successful
franchise “Uncharted” on
Playstation 3 and 4.
Overall, “The Last of Us”
earned 122 awards and 195
nominations, dominating several
awards by winning most of the
categories it was nominated for.
Several sources called it their
Game of the Year and the amount
of awards it received has led it to
landing a spot as one of the most
awarded games in history. Many
even consider “The Last of Us”
to be one of the greatest video
games ever created.
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Tartan Voice

Sinclair Cares
Counseling Services

Your Voice
What do you do to be kind to others?

Good communication is essential for
all types of relationships-family, friends,
romantic relationships, and college staff
and faculty. Oftentimes we can make
communication mistakes that can lead
to misinformation and unproductive
conversations.
Here are some tips to enhance
communication with others in your life:

I treat them like they are humans.

- Lisa Hulbert
Social Work

• Have serious conversations ideally in
person, or over the phone. Avoid texting
about serious issues or concerns.

JuanGabriel Encarnacion

• Try to avoid sending mixed messages, be
clear about what you want and what you
need.
• If you are confused about someone’s
message, ask them to clarify before you
respond to them.
• Try using “I” statements when talking
instead of “You” statements.
• Listening is just as important as talking,
don’t dominate the conversation with
talking.

I am always able to help anyone
when asked. I also compliment
people and try not to bump into
people when walking in crowded
places.

- K
 ristopher Lutz
Modern Language

If you would like to enhance your
communication with others, contact
Counseling Services at 512-2167, or stop by
10-424.

JuanGabriel Encarnacion

Contributed by Eric Henderson

Ombuddy
Corner

This week the Ombuddy wants to remind you
of the old saying, “attitude is everything.”
While some things are out of our control,
the way our day-to-day lives go about
is up to us as individuals. Try to think
positively, find reasons to smile, and
look at the bright side of situations
that come your way. Don’t feel
like getting up and going to your
morning class? Can’t find motivation
to write that long paper? Think about
the reason you’re here, and get yourself
to a positive mindset. You’ll get more
accomplished, and you’ll feel better too!
The ombudsman is your student advocate!
To learn more, visit www.sinclair.edu/ombudsman.

Contributed by Amy Hartman

Help others!

-Brandon Dunson, Computer and
Electronic engineer

JuanGabriel Encarnacion

I always ask if they need help.

- Charmayne Baker,
Nursing

JuanGabriel Encarnacion
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Tartan Voice

La Vie de l’encre
Created by:
Leo Walter

My Voice: Kindness is always the answer
Kelsey Fitzpatrick
Reporter
If you have looked in the
news lately, or even in the last 6
months, you have heard about bad
things happening in the world.
It may even seem like there is
no kindness left out there, as if
maybe people have boycotted
being kind altogether.
It can seem discouraging to
be kind, especially when people
shrug it off like you owed it to
them. I can’t tell you how many
people have told me that kindness
is not always the right answer.
Well let me tell you, they couldn’t
be more wrong.
When hurricane Harvey
slammed into Texas, I watched
millions rush to aid those affected;

Sinclair Clarion

sending food, water, school
supplies and more.
The way kindness persevered
was incredible. People went
from rioting about politics and
prejudices, to loving one another,
putting aside political preference,
race, and gender, to help one
another in their time of need.
When the weather kept wreaking
havoc on the south, people kept
on helping, sending more items
to provide for what was lost. The
kindness that people had shown
was so inspiring.
When California was
engulfed in flames, and
then struck by mudslides,
thousands came to the
rescue. Some leaving their
comfortable homes to help
by rebuilding, saving victims
trapped in the mud, and by
providing people
with food, water
and shelter. Many of
those impacted had
watched their homes
be swallowed by mud
and flame.
But, there are other
ways to help nearby.
Donating your blood
to the local blood bank
could save someone’s life
after a bad car accident.
Volunteering at a local
homeless shelter and
preparing meals for
Google Images
families, could feed a

@SinclairClarion

child dinner.
Donating money
to a program
like One Girl
Can could help
a girl get an
education.
Kindness
will always
be the answer.
Sometimes
it is as small
as helping
someone put
their groceries

Google Images

Google Images

in their car on a cold day. People
carry your kindness with them for
a long time.
I was driving down a really busy
road one day, right as everyone
was getting off work. I was having
what felt like an awful day, I was

SinclairClarion

on the verge of tears, and couldn’t
get into the lane I needed to.
No one would let me over until
thankfully someone waved me
over and smiled.
That was months ago and would
seem small to the average person,
but it made a huge impact on my
day. Something so little meant so
very much.
Not to mention, it just feels good
to be kind. Knowing you changed
someone’s day, week, or life, is
one of the best feelings in the
world.
So do not let anyone convince
you not to be kind. Kindness
comes back to those who are
kind. You can make an impact on
others, if you’ll only take the time.

@TheClarion
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Fun Page

Poetry Pick

To My Dear and Loving Husband
Anne Bradstreet
If ever two were one, then
surely we.
If ever man were loved by
wife, then thee.
If ever wife was happy in
a man,
Compare with me, ye
women, if you can.
I prize thy love more than
whole mines of gold,
Or all the riches that the
East doth hold.

Across
1 Suffix with silver or
glass
5 1980 Dom DeLuise
film
10 Cry noisily
13 Acme
14 This evening, on
marquees
15 Actress Longoria
16 Fiction’s opposite
17 Drag race racer
18 Women’s __
19 Trick-taking game
21 “Stay With Me”
singer Smith
22 A-OK
23 Fixes
25 Does harm to
27 Prefix with gram or
graph
28 Earth sci.
29 World’s largest
cognac producer
33 Cry of distress
37 Economist
Greenspan
38 Marilyn Monroe’s
first name at birth
40 Pakistan neighbor
41 Game piece with
pips
43 Refused
45 Former House
leader Gingrich
47 Gurgling sound
48 BBC TV series
about cars
51 “You don’t have to

tell me”
55 Kia subcompacts
56 ‘60s-’80s Red Sox
nickname
58 Makes happy
59 Raised railroads
60 Really tired
62 President before
Wilson
63 Nintendo’s Super
__
64 Steam shovel
scoop
65 The “E” in the
HOMES mnemonic
66 Dr. with Grammys
67 Jouster’s horse
68 Ceremony
Down
1 Kit Kat layer
2 Quickly
3 Brief summary
4 Baseball overtime
5 Egg __ yung
6 Carpenter insects
7 Rant
8 Bellyache
9 Multivolume ref.
work
10 Former baseball
commissioner Bud
11 Sheeplike
12 Innocents “in the
woods”
14 “We’re trapped in
here!”
20 It ebbs and flows
22 Frank Lloyd Wright

house built around
multiple cascades,
and what’s literally
found in this
puzzle’s circles
24 “Meh”
26 “The Simpsons”
beer server
29 Fooled
30 “Xanadu” gp.
31 ‘60s war zone
32 Coll. periods
34 For
35 Gym cushion
36 Musical Brian
39 Nativity trio
42 Formerly, in bridal
announcements
44 Two-part
46 Hypnotic state
48 General tendency
49 Refueling ship
50 Old West outlaw
chasers
52 Video game
pioneer
53 Equip anew
54 Cosmetician
Lauder
57 “The Wizard of Oz”
farmhand
60 Sound units,
briefly
61 Mil. roadside
hazard

My love is such that rivers
cannot quench,
Nor ought but love from
thee give recompense.
Thy love is such I can no
way repay;
The heavens reward thee
manifold, I pray.
Then while we live, in love
let’s so persever,
That when we live no
more, we may live ever.

Sudoku Puzzle

Last Edition’s Solution

Last Edition’s Solution
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Monday

Aramark Weekly Menu
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Guest

Qdoba Mexican
Grill

Lee’s Famous
Recipe Chicken

Panda Express

Gyro Palace

Simmer

Potato Leek
Soup/ Chicken &
Pinto Bean Chili

Chicken & Pinto
Bean Chili/Turkey Noodle Soup

Broccoli Cheddar Chicken & Wild
Soup/ Chicken & Rice Soup/ ChickPinto Bean Chili en & Pinto Bean
Chili

Friday
Fusian Sushi
Vegetable Soup/
Broccoli Cheddar
Soup

Sizzle

Chicken Quesadilla/ French
Onion Melt

Meat Lover's
Melt/ French
Onion Melt

Tavern Burger/
French Onion
Melt

BBQ Bacon Crispy Grilled MontreBaked Chicken
al Cod/ French
Sandwich
Onion Melt

Pizzazone

Mushroom
Pepperoni Mini
Rolletto

Cheeseburger
Pizza

Four Cheese
Stromboli

Loaded Potato
Pizza

Bbq Chicken
Pizza

Buffalo Blue
Cheese Wrap

Buffalo Blue
Cheese Wrap

Buffalo Blue
Cheese Wrap

Buffalo Blue
Cheese Wrap

Buffalo Blue
Cheese Wrap

Grilled Reuben

Turkey BLT

Grilled Chicken
& Bacon Melt

Buffalo Chicken
Calzone

Deli
Main St.
Cafe

The Clarion is accepting
student poetry submissions!
Send us an email at
clarion.central@gmail.com
to submit your work.

Kenken

Fill the grid with digits so as not to
repeat a digit in any row or column,
and so the digits within each heavily
outlined box or boxes will produce the
target number shown in that cage by
using the mathmatic operation shown
by the symbol after the numeral.For
single box cages, simply enter the
number that is shown in the corner.
So, for example, the notation 6+
means that the numerals in the cage
should add up to 6, and the notation
48x means that by multiplying the
numbers in the cage you will get 48. A
4x4 grid will use the digits 1-4. A 5x5
grid will use 1-5. A 6x6 grid will use
1-6, and so on.
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Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

You’re especially charming and brilliant today and
tomorrow. Ruminate on a personal vision. You’re closer
to achieving it than you thought. Take small steps.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

Relax and meditate to decompress from pressure over
deadlines. Get imaginative and speculate on what could
be possible. An epiphany could reveal a hidden truth.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

Pass along what you’re learning. Friends are a big help
over the next few days. Share resources and information.
Together you can move mountains.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

Review instructions, and discuss the plan. Career responsibilities have your focus, and there’s an inspection
or presentation ahead. Prepare to deliver.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

The next two days are good for travel. Avoid extravagant
promises. Have fun without overspending. Adapt to the
news. A little insight changes your thinking.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Pay bills and manage money over the next few days. Financial changes necessitate budget revisions. Stick to basic
objectives, and rearrange what you’ve got.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

Clarion Staff

executive editor managing editor

Horoscopes

graphic designers
Susie Doerman
Noah Kihn
Jeri Hensley
Xavier Razo
Kayla Lipot

reporters

Paige Rogers
Kelsey Fitzpatrick
Haley Edwards
Will Drewing
Kali Macklin
Jake Conger
Sean Kahle

Conversations with your partner get results today and
tomorrow. Don’t waste time on gossip or idle chatter.
Avoid misunderstandings, and it could get romantic.

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

The next two days could get especially busy. Don’t try a
new trick now. Stick to practiced routines and techniques. Physical action is required.

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

photographers

web developer
Cairn Robinson

JuanGabriel Encarnacion
Blake Campbell
Gerson Silva

Prioritize love and romance through tomorrow. Don’t
get casual about keeping your promises. Honest interactions inspire optimism and trust. Grow closer to
someone special.

phone: advertising

phone: executive editor

Consider long-term domestic plans for a few days. What
changes would you like to make at home? Discuss possibilities and then commit to a vision.

cartoonists

Leo Walter
Noah Kihn

937.512.2744

937.512.2958

clarion staff email
clarion@sinclair.edu

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Craft your message and edit each word carefully. Communications go further over the next few days. Prepare
and issue statements and information. Share your view.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

Dedicate efforts to increase cash flow over the next two days.
Make an amazing discovery. New information threatens an
assumption. Keep an open mind.

Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black.
Distributed by MCT Information Services
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PLAYER PROFILE: Amanda Schroeder
Paul Helmers
Sports Editor

Amanda Schroeder is a
freshman at Sinclair majoring in
dental hygiene. She is also a star
basketball player, playing forward
on the Sinclair women’s basketball
team.
The Tartan Pride is having a
great season. They are currently
ranked 9th nationally and sit
atop the OCCAC standings, and
Schroeder is a big reason why.
She is currently ranked 2nd in the
nation in scoring with 26.2 PPG,
2nd in total points with 654, 2nd
in FGs made with 241, 2nd in
FTs made with 129 and 1st in FT
percentage at 89.6 percent.
This has led her to be named the
OCCAC player of the week five
times, along with being named
the Buckeye Charters November
Player of Distinction.
“It feels rewarding because all
the hard work you put in is paying

off,” Schroeder said.
These numbers and her success,
have brought Schroeder college
basketball opportunities beyond
Sinclair, but she is focused on this
season.

Sinclair

“Coach said a bunch of schools
were calling about me, but I didn’t
really ask what schools,” said
Schroeder. “I’m going to focus on
that after this season.”
The six-foot forward has been
playing basketball since the
3rd grade, only not always as a

KOS/BLACK LOVE DAY
Will Drewing
Reporter

Sinclair is celebrating Black Love
Day this week, on Tuesday Feb. 13
6 - 8 p.m. Psychology professor,
Taylor Curtis will serve as the
events keynote speaker before a
scheduled kuumba inspired talent
show takes the stage. On that same
day, Professor Steven Kniffley Jr.,
Psy.D of Wright State University

will take center stage at a seperate
event, Out of K.O.S. (Knowledge
of Self).
The Black Love Day/Kuumba
Night event is hosted by Sinclair’s
African Studies Department, and
will be held at the stage area in
the bottom floor of Building 8.
The talent competition is open
to creative minds who want to
put their dance, poetry, music
or other live art form on display.
Light refreshments
will be made available
during this event.
“Not a lot of people
know about it [Black
Love Day],” said
Taylor Curtis. “But it’s
an awesome time to
bring people together
to celebrate love
and black history,
and move towards a
better future.”
Black Love Day
Twiblue.com

forward. In high school she played
mostly under the rim.
“I think I like playing the wing
more just because it gives me more
options,” she said. “In high school
I couldn’t really shoot outside but
now I am diversified.”
Schroeder has faced challenges
through this position change but
has worked hard to overcome
them.
“I knew I would be playing the
wing here though, because we
already had Madison [ConnallyBanks] and Aaryn [Evans],”
Schroeder said. “So, during the
summer I just worked on my shot
a lot. Perimeter defense is a lot
harder because I’m not as quick as
them.”
This is also true in the
classroom. There have been
challenges, but Schroeder’s
tenacity to do well extends to this
area too.
“Time management has
probably been my biggest

is a 25 year old holiday created
by African American Holiday
Association (AAHA). The holiday
was made as an alternative to
the commercialized day of love,
Valentines Day by community
organizer, Ayo Handy Kendi.
Black Love Day is meant to
encourage self-love within black
communities and families, and
heal relationships in the spirit of
ending violence.
Ayo Handy Kendi brings a
holistic approach to healing the
wounds of racism and inequality.
Kendi works to bring love back to
communities through meditation,
self-care, music and poetry. It’s
fitting that the day be celebrated
with Kuumba, which is the Swahili
word for creativity and the theme
of the sixth day of Kwanzaa.
The Out of K.O.S. event will be
held in building 12, room 116 at
5:30 p.m. on Feb. 13, and is hosted
by the Sinclair Diversity Office.
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challenge so far,” Schroeder said.
“The classes are more difficult here
and there is more homework, plus
we have more away games and
they’re further away.”
The Carroll High School grad
made the OCCAC All-Academic
Team, boasting a 3.92 GPA. She
looks to make the Academic AllAmerican Team and can easily
do so by keeping her GPA steady
through the Spring semester.
“I take my academics very
seriously,” said Schroeder. “I
would say academics come before
basketball.”
If Schroeder does return, it
will be a big factor in continued
success for the basketball team.
She would continue her pursuit
of a degree in dental hygiene,
but if she ends up transferring
somewhere else she will be
switching to something in the
marketing and business field.

Guest speaker, Steven Kniffley Jr.,
Psy.D will speak of knowledge
that can be found in his 2014
book, “Knowledge of Self:
Understanding the Mind of the
Black Male.” Kniffley’s book can
be found at Barnes & Noble or on
Amazon.com.
Attendees are encouraged
to begin the evening at Out of
K.O.S. then float between the two
events to get the most out of the
experience. For more information
about Black Love Day, visit www.
africanamericanholidays.org.

